INTRODUCTION {#Sec1}
============

Collectively, Mendelian diseases are a significant cause of infant mortality and hospitalization.^[@CR1],[@CR2]^ The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG),^[@CR3],[@CR4]^ the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG),^[@CR5]^ and other US medical societies recommend offering carrier screening for select prevalent conditions. ACOG recommends offering cystic fibrosis (CF) and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) screening for all women considering pregnancy (or already pregnant),^[@CR4]^ as well as additional screening based on family history and ethnicity.

Expanded carrier screening (ECS), often performed using next-generation sequencing (NGS), screens tens to hundreds of conditions.^[@CR6],[@CR7]^ ACOG has recognized ECS as an acceptable screening strategy,^[@CR3]^ and the American Medical Association Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) Editorial Panel has approved a CPT code (81443, effective January 2019) for panethnic sequencing-based ECS panels with ≥15 genes.^[@CR8]^ With these recent actions, now is an opportune time to evaluate the impact of ECS on the health system.

Cost-effectiveness analysis^[@CR7],[@CR9]--[@CR11]^ evaluates the cost and clinical benefits of medical interventions. It condenses each comparison between interventions into a single number (incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; ICER) that summarizes the cost (e.g., dollars) per unit of health benefit outcome (e.g., life-years gained). This framework allows thoughtful comparisons of interventions that maximize patient health while optimally allocating society's finite health-care resources. Applying standard cost-effectiveness principles to preconception screening presents challenges when modeling net health outcomes and costs. One common modeling choice, used herein, leverages a hypothetical wherein births of sick children are replaced by births of healthy children as a result of screening.

Though examined for individual conditions,^[@CR12]--[@CR15]^ the cost-effectiveness of ECS is not fully characterized. One study found NGS-based ECS with a 14-condition panel to be cost-effective.^[@CR7]^ Others, though not directly addressing ECS, examined the cost-effectiveness of treatments: due to high prices, recently approved drugs treating ECS conditions (e.g., CF^[@CR16]^ and SMA^[@CR17]^) may not be cost-effective.

Here we model the clinical impact and cost-effectiveness of preconception ECS, building upon previous work^[@CR7]^ in several ways. First, we consider a large panel with 176 conditions that is currently used for routine screening. Second, we aggregate disease cost and life-years-lost data from both literature and cost-of-care databases. Third, we model disease incidence using a cohort of more than 60,000 patients. Finally, we use a decision model---guided by survey results from couples who underwent preconception ECS testing and primarily carried private insurance---to compare the cost-effectiveness of ECS relative to a minimal screening protocol or no screening.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#Sec2}
=====================

Decision tree {#Sec3}
-------------

A decision tree model was chosen as the most parsimonious protocol that captures the key workflows of preconception carrier screening (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). First, couples may be at risk or not at risk for a panel condition. Second, we assume that the detection rate for each condition is 100%, so that couples deemed not at risk have zero chance of having a child affected with a screened condition (see "Discussion"). Third, at-risk couples (ARCs; defined below) have a fixed probability of choosing a reproductive intervention to avert any possibility of a child affected by a screened condition; this probability (180/235, \~77%) is estimated from a recent clinical utility study.^[@CR18]^ This estimate of the preconception ARC intervention rate was chosen over estimates from previous studies^[@CR19],[@CR20]^ because of its large sample size (235 responding ARCs) and because it specifically included preconception ARCs who were at risk for at least 1 of the 176 conditions examined herein. Because any single disease may have been undersampled in the survey study, we assume the aggregated intervention rate applies for all diseases on the panel (the panel is composed almost entirely of conditions with severe or profound impact^[@CR21]^). As this rate could be skewed by various factors (e.g., a population favorably predisposed toward genetic testing), we evaluated a broad range of intervention rates (see "Results").Fig. 1**Decision tree model.** Top: Analyses in this work combined three data sources to construct a decision tree model. Bottom: The decision tree model considered in this work---one arm for expanded carrier screening (ECS) and another for minimal screening (cystic fibrosis and spinal muscular atrophy \[CF23 + SMA\] screening or no screening)---depicts the risk status, intervention choice (where applicable), and pregnancy outcome from left to right. Risk-mitigating and unaffected nodes are blue, whereas risk-increasing, risk-maintaining, and affected nodes are orange. The decision tree, like the rest of the modeling described herein, assumes that ECS tests for the totality of diseases; therefore, "Unaffected by any condition" means that the pregnancy is not affected for a condition screened on the ECS panel, and "Affected by unscreened condition" means a pregnancy is affected by a condition on the ECS panel beyond CF23 + SMA.

Although many screening workflows are possible, here we model a tandem workflow, in which both partners are tested concurrently on the same sequencing-based ECS platform. This choice automatically accounts for partner testing costs by pricing tests per couple. Although the model does not specifically account for genetic counseling utilization, genetic counseling is provided at no additional charge to all patients who receive ECS at Myriad Women's Health (MWH) and is thus implicitly included in cost and clinical outcome metrics herein.

Cost-effectiveness perspective {#Sec4}
------------------------------

For the economic evaluations herein, we typically assume the analytical perspective of private, commercial payers, and therefore focus on costs on 1- and 3-year time horizons. However, we also report a number of quantities (e.g., lifetime costs, life-years) that are of interest to other stakeholders. The primary health outcomes of interest are life-years gained, assuming replacement of affected births with unaffected births. Additional health metrics of interest to stakeholders include the number of affected births and the number of reproductive interventions. The interventions of interest herein are either ECS or minimal (e.g., CF23 + SMA) carrier screening, followed by optional intervention to avoid an affected birth (e.g., adoption, in vitro fertilization \[IVF\], prenatal diagnosis, etc.).

Study population {#Sec5}
----------------

This study uses models informed by screening results from a large cohort (\>60,000 patients, \>200 ARCs) to investigate the potential impact of more broadly applying panethnic ECS. Despite the size of this cohort, it does not perfectly reflect the entire US population in terms of the distribution of ethnicity, geography, religion, or socioeconomic status. We attempted to account for ethnicity biases in analysis of disease incidence by reweighting ethnicity-specific ARC rates by the US frequency of each ethnicity (see "Incidence modeling"). However, for the intervention rate we cannot directly account for socioeconomic, geographic, and religious biases (see "Discussion"), though we indirectly explore the impact that biases in these factors could have on our results via sensitivity analysis (described below) and by reporting results for a range of intervention rates. The rate of reproductive interventions pursued by ARCs is estimated from surveys of ARCs from patients who underwent preconception ECS.^[@CR18]^ Insurance coverage for this survey cohort is skewed toward private payers: approximately 10% of claims were billed to government-sponsored insurers (i.e., Medicaid, Medicare, or managed care organization \[MCO\]), underrepresenting the \~50% of US births covered under Medicaid.^[@CR22]^

Institutional review board approval {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------

This study was designated as exempt by Western Institutional Review Board. All patients provided informed consent for testing and anonymized research.

Disease list {#Sec7}
------------

This study examines the 176-condition Foresight™ Universal Panel^[@CR23]^ (see Supplementary Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}; MWH). While the CPT and ACOG definitions of ECS permit panels of different sizes, we studied this panel because it is the presently offered ECS in our laboratory. For this study, we refer to this panel as ECS, but evaluate other panel sizes in Table [S7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Data sources: overview {#Sec8}
----------------------

Our analyses utilize per-disease estimates of incidences, life-years lost, and disease treatment costs, which we collected from three sources (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; top). First, aggregated carrier statistics were used to model fetal disease incidences (see "Incidence modeling"). Second, a literature survey of disease cost and life expectancy data was performed (see "Literature survey"). Third, we acquired data on aggregated health outcomes and expenses for a longitudinal cohort of millions of patients (Truven Health Analytics; see "Cost-of-care database survey" and Supplementary Table [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Supplementary Tables [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} contain the value and provenance of quantities used in this work.

Disease cost estimates were adjusted to 2018 dollars using the personal consumption expenditures (PCE) health-care price index.^[@CR24],[@CR25]^ When from a literature source, life-years and lifetime cost data were assumed to be present-value discounted appropriately. When such parameters were modeled herein (e.g., from lifespan data; see Supplementary [Methods](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), life-years lost and lifetime costs were present-value adjusted assuming a discount rate of 3% (ref. ^[@CR26]^).

Incidence modeling {#Sec9}
------------------

Because affected persons for each condition are rare, we modeled disease incidence using the inheritance patterns and carrier frequencies estimated from 66,036 patients screened using the 176-condition universal panel. This modeled fetal disease risk (MFDR) approach, described previously,^[@CR27],[@CR28]^ predicted the frequency of affected conceptuses. To reduce bias, the cohort excluded patients with fertility issues or family history of disease.

To estimate the rate of at-risk couples (ARCs) in which both partners are carriers for an autosomal recessive condition or the mother is a carrier for an X-linked condition, we note that for both autosomal recessive and X-linked conditions, the ratio of ARC rate to MFDR is 4, so we define the ARC rate as 4 \* MFDR. For diseases with complex inheritance (e.g., fragile X syndrome), this approximation simplifies the decision analysis. Panel-wide MFDR and ARCs were treated as additive across the panel's constituent diseases.^[@CR28]^ Calculations assumed intraethnicity coupling and were reweighted to match the ethnic makeup of the general US population,^[@CR29]^ as described previously (Supp. Table S1 in ref. ^[@CR28]^). In the case of cystic fibrosis, we excluded nine variants known to have variable clinical presentation or modified inheritance (see Supporting Methods and Table [S9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Literature survey {#Sec10}
-----------------

We performed a literature survey to aggregate the following quantities for each condition: lifetime disease cost, years 0--3 (postbirth) disease cost, years 0--1 (postbirth) disease cost, and life-years lost. We included scientific publications, government documents, reports from disease support groups, and clinical resources for patients as acceptable literature. For cost estimates of several FDA-approved orphan drugs (e.g., nusinersen/Spinraza™), we used FDA indication documents, reports from published news sources (e.g., *Forbes*), and reports from trade organizations (e.g., America's Health Insurance Plans; AHIP). We primarily used Google Scholar for queries, with search terms based on the disease and/or gene names and keywords including "life expectancy,\" "life-years,\" "lifespan,\" "mortality,\" and "cost.\" The search did not explicitly filter on time, but recent articles (\>1990) were preferred when available.

To estimate the cost of follow-up reproductive care for the ARCs who intervene to avoid an affected birth, we integrated the probabilities and costs of preimplantation genetic testing for monogenic conditions (PGT-M), IVF, prenatal diagnosis (PD), and termination from Table 1 in ref. ^[@CR7]^; each reproductive intervention was estimated to cost \$13,783, primarily driven by the cost of IVF (see Supporting [Methods](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details).Table 1Disease frequency and cost analysisDiseaseFrequency (1 in X)Lifetime costYears 0--3 costYears 0--1 costWeighted lifetime costWeighted years 0--3 costWeighted years 0--1 costHb β-chain--related hemoglobinopathies2097\$528,054\$36,851\$14,857\$252\$18\$7Fragile X syndrome3205\$795,754\$23,698\$4186\$248\$7\$1Cystic fibrosis3242\$3,031,311\$94,274\$20,600\$935\$29\$6Dystrophinopathy (including Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophy)3374\$1,165,575\$53,737\$7013\$345\$16\$2*GJB2*-related DFNB1 nonsyndromic hearing loss and deafness5733\$8410\$8410\$1503\$1\$1\$0Phenylalanine hydroxylase deficiency8484\$153,766\$283,936\$97,542\$18\$33\$11Congenital adrenal hyperplasia9962\$137,826\$70,647\$29,797\$14\$7\$3Spinal muscular atrophy11,096\$2,084,993\$1,172,570\$450,000\$188\$106\$41Smith--Lemli--Opitz syndrome13,214\$205,858\$205,858\$129,020\$16\$16\$10Fabry disease13,773\$4,926,917\$7644\$0\$358\$1\$0US-weighted frequency, cost per affected birth, and cost per unscreened birth weighted by frequency are tabulated for the ten most common diseases. Cost figures are shown for the lifetime, 0--1 year and 0--3 year time periods, where year 0 is birth.

For many diseases, life expectancy was found directly in recent literature. In cases without a directly stated life expectancy, we estimated it using the life-years lost among cohorts of affected individuals (see Supporting [Methods](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Cost-of-care database survey {#Sec11}
----------------------------

Short-term disease cost data were queried from a commercial database (Marketscan; Truven Health Analytics).^[@CR30]--[@CR32]^ Twenty-five conditions were selected based on having high incidence and specific International Classification of Diseases (ICD) coding. For each disease, ICD-9 or ICD-10 codes were chosen to maximize specificity and cohort size (see Table [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

For each disease, several queries were performed (full output in Supplementary Table [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In this work, only the first-year cost and three-year cost numbers were used (cells C37 and C39 on each condition's tab in Table [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). To estimate the disease costs during the first *N* years of life (where *N* is either 1 or 3), we did the following. First, patients were included based on age and continuous enrollment during the appropriate time window. Second, patients were labeled as being diagnosed or not diagnosed based on whether they received an appropriate diagnosis code at some point in the portion of their life chronicled in the database. Finally, for both commercial payers ("com") and Medicaid ("med") separately, the annual average costs of the diagnosis cohort ("*µ_dx*") and an appropriately matched (based on age, eligibility, time window, payer) nondiagnosis cohort ("*µ_nodx*") were calculated. The reported disease cost enforced nonnegativity (disease_cost \>0) and, where possible, prioritized commercial payers (versus Medicaid), as indicated below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{*{20}{l}}{\mathrm{If}}\,{\mathrm{\mu }}\_{\mathrm{dx}}_{{\mathrm{com}}}{\mathrm{ > \mu }}\_{\mathrm{nodx}}_{{\mathrm{com}}}:\hfill\\ \quad {\mathrm{disease}}\_{\mathrm{cost}} = {\mathrm{\mu }}\_{\mathrm{dx}}_{{\mathrm{com}}}{\mathrm{ - \mu }}\_{\mathrm{nodx}}_{{\mathrm{com}}}\hfill\\ {\mathrm{else}}\,{\mathrm{if}}\,{\mathrm{\mu }}\_{\mathrm{dx}}_{{\mathrm{med}}}{\mathrm{ > \mu }}\_{\mathrm{nodx}}_{{\mathrm{med}}}:\hfill\\ \quad {\mathrm{disease}}\_{\mathrm{cost}} = {\mathrm{\mu }}\_{\mathrm{dx}}_{{\mathrm{med}}}{\mathrm{ - \mu }}\_{\mathrm{nodx}}_{{\mathrm{med}}}\hfill\\ {\mathrm{else}}:\hfill\\ \quad {\mathrm{disease}}\_{\mathrm{cost}} = {\mathrm{0}}\hfill\end{array}$$\end{document}$$We note that ICD coding may lead to false positives in the diagnosed cohort^[@CR33]^ and, consequently, disease_cost underestimation.

Missing value estimation {#Sec12}
------------------------

Quantities with missing data were estimated from the remaining values. For lifetime disease costs, we used the following rules: if available, use a literature estimate of the lifetime cost; otherwise, discount and accumulate the annual cost for each year in the life expectancy; if the annual cost or life expectancy is unknown, use the cost of the first three years of life; if the cost of the first three years of life is unknown, discount and accumulate three years of annual costs. In the case of missing life expectancy data, we truncate disease costs at 3 years with the goal of being conservative. For values unaddressed by these rules, we assigned the value to be the median of other available corresponding values. For example, the unavailable first-year cost for glycogen storage disease type Ia is estimated using the median first-year cost among all diseases for which values are available. Finally, in cases with multiple data points for a single cost parameter, we used the largest cost (due to medical inflation and new treatments, a recent estimate was generally selected).

Screening modes {#Sec13}
---------------

We examined screening modes that represent the different theoretical and practical ways in which carrier screening could be adopted and evaluated:**"No Screening.\"** Couples are not screened for any panel condition.**"Population Impact: CF23** **+** **SMA.\"** Couples are screened for the 23 ACMG-recommended CF variants^[@CR34]^ and SMA. All ARCs intervene to avoid an affected birth. Couples may still be at risk for conditions beyond CF23 and SMA.**"Population Impact: ECS.\"** Couples are screened for 176 conditions. All ARCs intervene to avoid an affected birth.**"77% Intervention CF23** **+** **SMA.\"** Couples undergo CF23 + SMA screening, but \~77% (180/235) of ARCs intervene to avoid affected births.^[@CR18]^**"77% Intervention ECS.**\" Couples undergo ECS in which \~77% (180/235) of ARCs intervene to avoid affected births.**"50% Intervention CF23** **+** **SMA.\"** Couples undergo CF23 + SMA screening, but 50% of ARCs intervene to avoid affected births.**"50% Intervention ECS.\"** Couples undergo ECS in which 50% ARCs intervene to avoid affected births.

The two "Population Impact" models isolate the population impact of panel diseases (ECS or CF23 + SMA) without consideration of the intervention behavior of ARCs. The other screening modes examined both the impact of diseases and the screening interventions that ARCs pursue. Note that the "Population Impact" (i.e., 100% intervention) scenarios are not meant to be interpreted as realistic interventions, but as a tool to separately assess the impact of disease and the impact of screening. The "77% Intervention" models were included because the 77% intervention rate was observed in the largest studied ARC cohort that underwent preconception ECS.^[@CR18]^ Cost-effectiveness calculations based on this rate could be overly favorable because the survey cohort included patients who elected to undergo genetic screening and may be more inclined toward reproductive interventions than patients in other populations (see "Discussion"). Therefore, we also included a "50% Intervention" model to represent populations less inclined toward reproductive interventions.

Sensitivity analysis {#Sec14}
--------------------

We assessed model sensitivity in two ways:^[@CR9],[@CR10]^ (1) one-way sensitivity analysis, in which all but one variables were held at their base values and the remaining value was set to levels that capture realistic bounds on the variable; and (2) probabilistic sensitivity analysis, whereby all variables were drawn from realistic prior distributions and outcome metrics are assessed across the ensemble of sampled parameter vectors. Model parameters, base values, ranges, and prior distributions are summarized in Supplementary Table [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, and described in the Supplementary [Methods](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Software {#Sec15}
--------

Software versions are provided in Supplementary Table [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

RESULTS {#Sec16}
=======

Disease incidence and cost estimates {#Sec17}
------------------------------------

For each disease, we estimated incidence and costs based on screening results from 66,036 patients, a literature survey of \~80 published resources, and queries from a cost-of-care database; results for the ten most frequent conditions are in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} (full results in Tables [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Incidences span multiple orders of magnitude: common diseases like β-chain hemoglobinopathies, CF, Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophy, and fragile X syndrome together affect more than 100 per 100,000 pregnancies, whereas the panel's 150 least common diseases collectively affect approximately 40 per 100,000 pregnancies. Lifetime cost estimates are also highly variable, with several diseases exceeding \$1,000,000 per affected individual. Early costs are skewed as well, due to some diseases having onset in infancy (e.g., SMA) and others in adolescence/adulthood (e.g., Fabry disease).

Clinical and economic impacts of screening {#Sec18}
------------------------------------------

We built a decision tree model (see "Materials and methods") to assess the impact of ECS diseases in terms of both clinical outcomes (e.g., number of ARCs, affected births averted, and life-years lost) and economic factors (e.g., spending over first year, first three years, and lifetime) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Model results per single-birth couplePanelAt-risk couples detectedNumber of reproductive interventionsAffected births avertedLife-years gainedLife-years gained undiscountedLifetime cost avertedThree-year cost avertedYear 1 cost avertedIntervention costs accruedPopulation Impact: ECS1.16E-021.16E-022.90E-031.61E-027.43E-02\$3249.88\$405.66\$130.10\$159.77Population Impact: CF23 + SMA1.27E-031.27E-033.17E-044.15E-031.61E-02\$874.74\$127.03\$45.22\$17.46Population Impact: Difference1.03E-021.03E-022.58E-031.19E-025.82E-02\$2375.14\$278.63\$84.88\$142.3177% Intervention ECS1.16E-028.88E-032.22E-031.23E-025.69E-02\$2489.27\$310.72\$99.65\$122.3877% Intervention CF23 + SMA1.27E-039.70E-042.43E-043.18E-031.23E-02\$670.02\$97.30\$34.64\$13.3777% Intervention: Difference1.03E-027.91E-031.98E-039.14E-034.46E-02\$1819.25\$213.42\$65.01\$109.0050% Intervention ECS1.16E-025.80E-031.45E-038.04E-033.71E-02\$1624.94\$202.83\$65.05\$79.8950% Intervention CF23 + SMA1.27E-036.33E-041.58E-042.07E-038.04E-03\$437.37\$63.52\$22.61\$8.7350% Intervention: Difference1.03E-025.16E-031.29E-035.96E-032.91E-02\$1187.57\$139.31\$42.44\$71.16Costs exclude ECS screening costs, which are considered separately in the ICER analysis (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). All values are reported as per-couple rates.*CF* cystic fibrosis, *ECS* expanded carrier screening, *ICER* incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, *SMA* spinal muscular atrophy.

Modeling predicted that 1.2% of couples will be at high risk for a screened condition, with 290 in 100,000 births affected (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}: "Population Impact"). Due to the high mortality associated with ECS conditions, the per-birth rate of lost life-years was 0.016, or 0.074 without discounting (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Among couples who underwent preconception ECS and were identified as ARCs, 77% intervened^[@CR18],[@CR19]^ to avoid an affected birth (via, e.g., IVF with preimplantation genetic testing for monogenic diseases, use of donor gamete, adoption, or decision to avoid pregnancy), meaning that ECS would avert 220 affected births per 100,000 pregnancies (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}: "77% Intervention ECS"). Finally, the model also estimated the incremental gain of ECS over minimal screening ("77% Intervention CF23 + SMA" in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), showing that ECS averts an additional 200 births per 100,000 pregnancies (\"77% Intervention: Difference\"  in Table 2). Results were also modeled for a population less inclined toward reproductive intervention (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}: "50% Intervention").

We combined estimates of incidence and disease cost to measure the differences in medical spending associated with ECS panel conditions. Because different stakeholders may prioritize different time horizons, we examined three periods: lifetime, years 0--3, and years 0--1, where year 0 is birth. This modeling focused entirely on disease treatment costs and did not take into account the cost of screening or reproductive care (discussed later).

In the population impact (i.e., 100% intervention) scenario, the avoided costs averaged over all births---the minority affected plus the majority unaffected---were approximately \$3200 in lifetime costs, \$410 in years 0--3 costs, and \$130 in years 0--1 costs (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Among only affected births, the average lifetime cost per affected birth was \$1,100,000. Based on the empirical cohort wherein 77% of ARCs intervened to avoid an affected birth^[@CR18]^ and using CF23 + SMA as a baseline, ECS showed incremental cost savings when averaged over all births of approximately \$1800 over a lifetime, \$210 in years 0--3, and \$70 in years 0--1.

We also modeled the cost of reproductive care for those ARCs who intervene to avoid an affected pregnancy (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}: "Intervention costs accrued"). Because ARCs are relatively rare (1.2% as modeled herein) and some choose not to pursue further intervention, the per-couple contribution of these costs is low (\$160) when compared with the disease treatment costs on the three-year or lifetime horizons (\$410 and \$3200, respectively).

Cost-effectiveness of ECS {#Sec19}
-------------------------

We examined the cost-effectiveness of preconception ECS (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) by treating the ECS price as a variable and plotting the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) with or without modeled cost savings (for years 0--3) due to averted disease. Because insurer coverage for IVF expenses is highly variable, the modeling in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} excludes such expenses (Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows the analysis including IVF expenses). For comparison, cost-effectiveness values obtained for hereditary cancer screening are also shown.^[@CR10],[@CR35]--[@CR37]^Fig. 2**Expanded carrier screening (ECS) cost-effectiveness.** (**a**). The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of "77% Intervention ECS" is compared with no screening (magenta) and cystic fibrosis/spinal muscular atrophy (CF23 + SMA) screening (green). Life-years gained are used as clinical outcomes of interest. ECS price is shown in parentheses. Solid bars indicate the ICER modeled with 3-year cost savings subtracted, while hatched bars indicate the ICER without such deduction (i.e., only accounting for screening cost). As a comparison, ICER values are shown for several inherited cancer interventions (blue). The common \$50,000 per life-year cost-effectiveness threshold is shown as dashed lines; note, however, that thresholds as high as \$100,000 have been proposed.^[@CR42]^ Superscripts ^a^ and ^b^ refer to multiple ICER estimates from the same study. In the green section, the third bar ("ECS \[\$500\]") is cost saving because after subtracting the price of CF23 + SMA screening (\$693.60), the cost per life-year is negative. The plot is truncated because negative ICER results are typically not interpreted quantitatively, as one alternative is superior to the other in terms of both cost and life-years saved. See Fig. S1 for a similar analysis that also includes in vitro fertilization (IVF) expenses. Quantitative values are given in Table S10. (**b**, **c**) Modeled cost-effectiveness---including the impact of three-year cost savings---is shown across a range of at-risk couple (ARC) intervention rates. (**b**) Cost-effectiveness versus no screening. (**c**) Cost-effectiveness versus CF + SMA screening; note that at \$500, the intervention is cost saving and, therefore, omitted from the plot because of CF + SMA pricing. Vertical dashed lines in (**b**, **c**) indicate the 77% intervention rate; horizontal lines indicate the \$50,000 per life-year cost-effectiveness level.

Compared with no screening, "77% Intervention ECS" showed a cost-effectiveness near the common benchmark value of \$50,000 per life-year^[@CR38]^ (solid and hatched magenta bars in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), particularly when cost savings due to avoided disease are included in the analysis (solid magenta bars in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To illustrate this calculation, consider a hypothetical example with rounded numbers: if ECS were priced at \$1000, saved 0.01 life-years on average, and we accounted for \$400 in cost savings, the ICER would be (\$1000 -- \$400) / 0.01 = \$60,000 per life-year. Further, when costs are evaluated on a lifetime horizon (rather than 3-year horizon), ECS is cost-saving at prices up to \$2500 because the net averted costs are greater than the price. Because some populations may intervene at lower rates, we also modeled the ICER of ECS versus no screening for all possible choices of intervention rate (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Compared with CF23 + SMA screening, "77% Intervention ECS" showed greater cost-effectiveness (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}; lime). The price of CF23 + SMA screening (\$693.60) was estimated as the median price paid for CF23 + SMA screening (CPT codes 81220, 81401) across US commercial laboratories, as reported under the Protecting Access to Medicare Act (PAMA).^[@CR39]^ The improved cost-effectiveness of ECS in this comparison arose for two reasons. First, the price of CF23 + SMA screening was large when compared with the ECS prices examined. Second, the majority of ECS clinical impact (affected births averted and life-years gained) stemmed from panel conditions beyond CF23 and SMA. Together, the ICER of ECS relative to CF23 + SMA was high because the improved clinical outcomes from ECS were achieved for a smaller marginal cost increase than the ICER calculations that used no screening as a baseline. At low price points (i.e., near CF23 + SMA pricing of \$693.60), ECS is highly cost-effective and incrementally cost-saving---that is, the additional averted disease costs outweigh the incremental price difference between ECS and CF23 + SMA screening (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Because some populations may intervene at lower rates, we also modeled the ICER of ECS versus CF23 + SMA screening for all possible choices of intervention rate (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Sensitivity analysis to assess robustness {#Sec20}
-----------------------------------------

We assessed model robustness to both single-parameter variation (one-way sensitivity analysis) and multivariate parameter uncertainty (probabilistic sensitivity analysis). In one-way sensitivity analysis (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; bottom), we probed several model parameters: (1) the population ARC frequency, (2) the fraction of ARCs who alter their reproductive behavior, (3) the fraction of CF risk attributable to the 23 ACMG-recommend variants, and (4) the assumed lifetime cost value for conditions without a published value. As expected, the model was most sensitive to the population ARC frequency, which could vary greatly when applying ECS to high-risk, intermediate-risk, and low-risk ethnicities. The model showed less sensitivity to the other model parameters.Fig. 3**Sensitivity analysis.** Bottom: One-way sensitivity analysis tornado plot shows sensitivity to model parameters for affected births averted by expanded carrier screening (ECS), difference in affected births averted between ECS and cystic fibrosis/spinal muscular atrophy (CF23 + SMA) screening, and lifetime costs averted by ECS. Top: Probabilistic sensitivity analysis shows the sensitivity of affected births averted due to multivariate parameter uncertainty. Results are per 100,000 couples. *ARC* at-risk couple.

The probabilistic sensitivity analysis largely reflected the range of values observed in the one-way sensitivity analysis when scaling the population ARC frequency (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; top); this correspondence was unsurprising given the dominant contribution that this parameter showed in the one-way analyses. The probabilistic sensitivity analysis used the prior distributions enumerated in Table [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and suggested that, for every 100,000 births, the median number of averted affected births was 384 (95% credible interval: 123--678).

DISCUSSION {#Sec21}
==========

Here, a decision tree model integrating incidence, clinical impact, and cost revealed several new findings about ECS. First, the cost of disease is large, even when averaged over a population of affected and unaffected births. Second, the clinical benefits of screening (affected births averted and life-years gained) are largely attributable to diseases beyond CF23 + SMA. Third, the cost-effectiveness of ECS is estimated to be favorable (at a threshold of \$50,000 per life-year), particularly when averted disease costs are considered and when compared against CF23 + SMA screening. We also observed that high-cost diseases tend to have high-priced, recently approved drugs (e.g., Spinraza) or long life expectancy with treatment (e.g., CF), suggesting that financial impact of Mendelian diseases may increase as new orphan drugs obtain approval.

Modeling carrier screening is complicated because of the choices involved in what to model, including whether screening occurs before or after conception, which interventions are chosen among different cohorts, and how well screening results correspond to affected births. While more complex decision tree models have attempted to capture several of these variations,^[@CR7]^ they required many uncertain parameters (e.g., rates of specific reproductive choices) and emphasized individual carrier status rather than the more clinically relevant ARC status. In this work, we pursued the following approach: (1) model a simple ECS workflow that captures the key clinical management steps of carrier screening, and (2) account for simplifying assumptions by assessing uncertainty in the model's conclusions with sensitivity analysis. In this model of preconception ECS, we also assume that each reproductive intervention leads to 100% avoidance of disease (via, e.g., replacement of an affected birth by a healthy one); this assumption, which is favorable to ECS, is worth revisiting in future work that considers ECS outside of the preconception period.

While many couples undergo prenatal ECS, preconception screening was the focus of our model because it confers greater patient autonomy.^[@CR3]^ The fewer options available to prenatal couples have observable impact on reproductive decision-making, with a \~37% (rather than \~77%) rate of reproductive interventions at that stage.^[@CR18]^ Therefore, although full characterization of the health economics of prenatal screening is outside the scope of this study, we expect the economic impact of prenatal screening to be slightly below that of the 50% model (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}; the impact on cost-effectiveness of variable intervention rate is in Fig. [2b, c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Expenditures associated with reproductive interventions such as IVF and PGT-M may accrue to different parties, depending on the couple's insurance. With the understanding that stakeholders assess these costs differently, we separately accounted for disease costs and reproductive intervention costs in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} to empower future stakeholder-tailored analyses.

The ARC intervention rate used herein is based on survey responses of ARCs.^[@CR18]^ Although that study was among the largest studies of actions taken by ECS ARCs, the survey population was, when compared with a general US population, overenriched for Ashkenazi Jewish persons and underenriched for African Americans. Stakeholders applying these results to specific regions or populations may wish to model the intervention rate appropriate for their target cohort; such reanalysis can be achieved using the data in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Future studies may be warranted to better understand the reproductive behaviors of patient groups not currently receiving ECS.

We note three challenges in modeling birth incidence of ECS conditions. First, our modeling counts carrier frequencies from ECS results and models incidence via known (autosomal recessive or X-linked) inheritance. This approach leads to reasonable but imperfect concordance with observational approaches; discrepancies arise from statistical uncertainty (in both modeled and observed rates), demographics (ethnicity and intermarriage rate), variable disease penetrance, and elevated cohort risk not fully addressed by our cohort selection process (see Table [S8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Second, we assumed perfect sensitivity and specificity for screened diseases. The assumption of perfect test accuracy---which we submit is justified given the \>99% analytical sensitivity and specificity reported in the validation of the 176-condition ECS panel^[@CR23]^---means that an affected birth can only result from either not screening for a particular disease or an ARC not pursuing intervention. Clinical specificity is expected to be high,^[@CR28]^ and even if clinical sensitivity were \<100%, the results of our cost-effectiveness analysis would not be impacted because the clinical benefit measurements (i.e., the denominator in the cost-effectiveness equation) rely only on variants known to be pathogenic and are not affected by the undetected or incorrectly classified pathogenic variants that decrease clinical sensitivity. Third, though miscarriage can be common for certain diseases (e.g., Smith--Lemli--Opitz syndrome^[@CR40]^) and may impact cost estimates, we expect this impact to be minor because few diseases and variants yield higher miscarriage rates.

Although not the focus of this study, it is important to note that ECS provides benefits beyond the reduction of affected births and the increase in expected life-years. These include early education for conditions associated with intellectual disability (e.g., in fragile X syndrome^[@CR41]^), early detection of impairment that can lead to intervention or treatment (e.g., cochlear implants to treat *GJB2*-related deafness), communication of risk to family, and faster diagnoses of rare disorders that could otherwise require a lengthy diagnostic odyssey. Importantly, many of these benefits accrue to couples who choose not to avoid an affected pregnancy. Though accounting for them is difficult in a quantitative cost-effectiveness framework, they are benefits nonetheless.
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